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On the Fixed-Point Set and Commutator Subgroup of an
Automorphism of a Group of Finite Rank
B. A. F. WEHRFRITZ

ABSTRACT - Let f be an automorphism of a group G. For G polycyclic, Endimioni and
Moravec in [1] discuss the relationship between the fixed-point set CG(f) and the
commutator subgroup [G, f] of f in G. Here we extend these results to soluble
groups satisfying various rank restrictions.

Suppose f is an automorphism of the polycyclic group G. Endimioni and
Moravec in [1] prove the following.
i) If CG(f) is finite and f has order 2, then [G, f]0 is finite.
ii) If CG(f) is finite, then so is G=G; f].
iii) If jfj is finite, then so is the index (G : [G, f].CG(f)).
Of course CG(f) denotes the set of fixed points of f in G, [G, f] =
h g 1 :gf : g 2 Gi and [G, f] is a f-invariant normal subgroup of G. Here we
generalize these results to groups with some sort of rank restriction.
Generally our groups at least have finite Hirsch number and satisfy
something weaker than the FAR condition. We must start by defining
these terms.
If a group G has a series of finite length each factor of which is either
locally finite or infinite cyclic, then the number of infinite cyclic factors in
such a series is an invariant of G, which we call the Hirsch number of G (it is
also sometimes called the torsion-free rank of G). This is the weakest of the
rank restrictions considered here. The structure of groups with finite
Hirsch number is discussed in many places (e.g. see [3]). From our point of
view the most convenient description of the structure of such a group is
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given by Lemma 4 of [6]. A group satisfies min-p for the prime p if its psubgroups satisfy the minimal condition on subgroups. An FAR group
(that is, a finite-abelian-ranks group, also called an So group) is a soluble
group with finite Hirsch number that satisfies min-p for every prime p. See
for example [3] for a discussion and alternative definitions of the class of
FAR groups. In particular all soluble groups of finite (Pru
Èfer) rank are
FAR groups. The following summarises our main conclusions in this paper.
THEOREM. Let f be an automorphism of the finite extension G of a
soluble FAR group. Then the following hold.
i) If CG(f) is finite and f2  1, then [G, f]0 is finite.
ii) If CG(f) is finite, then G/[G, f] is finite.
iii) If f has finite order, then the index (G : [G, f].CG(f)) is finite.
In fact we can weaken the FAR hypothesis in the theorem considerably
in many places. For i) it suffices to assume only that G is a group with finite
Hirsch number (even in a weak sense). For iii) it suffices to assume that G
is a soluble-by-finite group with finite Hirsch number satisfying min-p for
all primes p dividing the order of f. However we do need some min-p
hypothesis; suppose G is the direct product of the cyclic groups haij i of
order p for i  1, j  1, 2 and p any (fixed) prime. Define f : G ! G by
ai1 f  ai1 and ai2 f  ai1 ai2 for each i  1. Then f is an automorphism of G
of prime order p with G; f  CG f  hai1 : i  1i. Thus G : G; f:CG f
is infinite. Trivially G has Hirsch number 0. As Endimioni and Moravec
point out in [1], we do need f of finite order in iii), even if G is free abelian of
rank 2. Note that iii) implies that G=G; f is isomorphic to a finite extension
of a section of CG(f); see Remark 6 below.
We are unable to weaken the FAR condition in ii) in general, though we
can in special cases. Note that ii) implies that CS(f) is finite for every finvariant section S of G. If f has finite order (with CG(f) finite) it suffices
for ii) to hold to assume that G is just soluble-by-finite with finite Hirsch
number, see Remark 7. If f has prime order, then it suffices simply to
assume that G has finite Hirsch number, since Theorem 1 of [6], for example, reduces the problem to the soluble-by-finite and hence previous
case. A (torsion-free)-by-finite group with finite Hirsch number is always a
finite extension of a soluble FAR group, so this case is also covered. Of
course if G satisfies the conclusion of iii) and CG(f) is finite, then again
G=G; f is always finite.
If in ii) the order of f is infinite, then we do need some sort of min-p
condition, even if f acts fixed-point freely on G. For example, let G
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denote the cartesian product of the additive cyclic groups hai i of order
pi , where p is any prime and i  1; 2; :::: . Define f : G ! G by ei ai f 
ei  pei 1 ai , where the ei are integers with e0  0. Then f is easily
seen to be an automorphism of G of infinite order with CG(f  h0i and
[G, f  pG. In particular G=G; f is infinite and trivially G is abelian
with Hirsch number 0. Clearly G is uncountable, but if D  G denotes
S
Df i gives a countable
the direct product of the hai i, then H 
i1

counter example. Finally the converse of ii) is false, even if G is polycyclic and f has prime order, see Example 8 below.
By removing from our proof of the above theorem the complications
caused by the presence of finite rank but infinitely generated sections, one
can use our methods to construct somewhat shorter proofs of i), ii) and iii)
than those given in [1]; this is especially the case with iii).
LEMMA 1. Let G be a group with a series of finite length, each factor of
which is either periodic or infinite cyclic. If f is an automorphism of G with
CG(f) finite and f2 = 1, then G; f0 is finite.
Part i) of the Theorem follows at once from this. Note that the condition
on G in Lemma 1 is weaker than having finite Hirsch number as we have
defined it in the introduction above.
PROOF. Now G has f-invariant normal subgroups A  B with A and G/
B finite and B/A abelian and inverted by f, see [5] Theorem 2. Also
G; f; B  A; this follows from [1] Lemma 1, but it also follows immediately
from simply expanding the commutator  g; f; b for any g 2 G and b 2 B.
Then G; fA=A is centre-by-finite. Hence G; f0 A=A and A are both finite.
Consequently G; f0 is finite.
LEMMA 2. Let A be an additive torsion-free abelian group of finite
rank. If f is an automorphism of A with CA f  h0i, then A=A f 1 is
finite.
PROOF. Clearly f 1 extends to an automorphism u of V  Q Z A. In
particular det u 6 0. By the Cayley-Hamilton Theorem det u 2 Quu 
EndQ V . Thus there is a positive integer e with e 2 Zuu  EndQ V . Hence
eA  A:Zuu  Au  A f 1 and therefore A=A f 1 is finite.
For any group G denote the unique maximal locally finite normal
subgroup of G by t G.
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LEMMA 3. Let G be a group with finite Hirsch number h and with t G
finite. If f is an automorphism of G with CG(f) finite, then G=G; f is
finite.
PROOF. We induct on h; clearly if h  0 the claim is vacuous. Suppose h  1. Then G has a non-trivial torsion-free abelian characteristic
subgroup A with G/A (torsion-free)-by-finite (e.g. see Lemmas 4 and 6
of [6]). Clearly CA f  h1i, so by Lemma 2 we have A : A; f  e
finite. Set B  Ae . Then B is characteristic in G, B  G; f and A=B is
finite. Further the map a 7! ae is an isomorphism of A onto B commuting with f, so B : B; f  A : A; f  e. By [4] Lemma 1 we have
jCG=B fj  ejCG fj < 1. By induction on h the group G=G; fB is
finite. Since B  G; f we have G=G; f finite.
LEMMA 4. Let G be a finite extension of a soluble FAR group. If f is an
automorphism of G with jCG fj  n finite, then G=G; f is finite.
Part ii) of the Theorem follows at once from Lemma 4.
PROOF. Set p  {primes p : p  n} and T  t G. By [2] 3.17 there is a
characteristic series
h1i  T0  T1  ::::  Ts  T  G
of G with each Ti =Ti 1 an abelian p0 -group for i < s, Ts =Ts 1 a divisible
abelian p-group and T=Ts finite.
Suppose A  T1 is a p0 -group. Clearly CA f  h1i. Then the map
g : a 7! a 1 :af is an isomorphism of A into itself. If Ap is the p-primary
component of A, then Ap  Ap g. If Ap > Ap g, then Ap gi > Ap gi1 for all
i  0. But Ap satisfies the minimal condition (G satisfies min-p for all
primes p recall). Therefore Ap  Ap g for all p and A  Ag  G; f. Also if
K=A  CG=A f, then Lemma 1 of [4] yields that K : A  n.
Now suppose the A  T1 is a divisible abelian p-group (the case s  1).
Then Ag is divisible and hence is a direct summand of A. But
ker gjA  CA f is finite so A  Ag and also A is a direct product of a finite
(invariant) number of Pru
Èfer groups. Therefore Ag  A. Again we obtain
K : A  n.
A simple induction on s shows that Ts  G; f and that the centralizer
of f on G=Ts has order at most n. Further t G=Ts  is finite. Therefore
G=G; fTs is finite by Lemma 3. Consequently G=G; f is finite.
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LEMMA 5. Let G be a soluble-by-finite group with finite Hirsch number
and f an automorphism of G of finite order m. Suppose G satisfies min-p
for every prime p dividing m. Then G : G; fCG f is finite.
Part iii) of the Theorem follows from Lemma 5.
PROOF. If N is a f-invariant subgroup of G of finite index with
N : N; fCN f finite, then G : G; fCG f is also finite. In particular we
may assume that G is soluble. Set C = CG(f).
Suppose first that T  t G is finite. We prove this case by induction
on the Hirsch number of G. If G is finite the conclusion is vacuous. If
not G has a non-trivial torsion-free abelian characteristic subgroup A
with G/A (torsion-free)-by-finite ([6] Lemmas 4 and 6 again). Define the
map g : G ! G by g 7!  g; f and let c denote the endomorphism
1  fjA  fjA 2  ::::  fjA m 1 of A. Clearly c gjA   0, so Ac  C.
Also if a 2 A, then am is congruent to ac modulo Ag. Therefore
Am  Ag:Ac  A; f A \ C:
Let Am  K  G with K=Am the centralizer in G=Am of f. Now A=Am
is finite since A has finite rank, so induction applies to G=Am . Consequently we may assume that G : G; fK is finite. Also A \ K : Am  is
finite and K  A \ K C, the latter by Lemma 15 of [6]. Therefore
K : Am C is finite; thus G : G; fAm C is finite. But Am  A; f A \ C).
Consequently G : G; fC is finite. This completes the proof of the Tfinite case.
Let p denote the set of prime divisors of m. By [2] 3.17 there is a finvariant normal series h1i  T0  T1  ::::  Ts  T of G as in the proof
of Lemma 4, with factors Ti =Ti 1 abelian p0 -groups or divisible abelian pgroups and T=Ts finite. For each i the section fx 2 Ti : xm 2 Ti 1 g=Ti is
finite. Hence by our initial remark we may assume that each of these
sections is central in G. By the T-finite case we may assume that G=Ts
satisfies the conclusion of the lemma. Thus by induction on s we may
assume that G has a periodic abelian characteristic subgroup A with
Am  A, B  fa 2 A : am  1g finite and central in G and G : G; fK
finite, where K is given by K=A  CG=A f.
Let k 2 K. Then kg 2 A  Am , say kg  am for a 2 A. Now am 2 ac Ag
and acg  1, c being as in the T-finite case. Thus am  c:dg for c  ac 2 C
and some d 2 A. Hence kg  c:dg and
kd 1 g  d:kg:d 1 f  d:c:dg:d 1 f  c 2 A \ C:
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Note that the argument also implies that A  Ag A \ C 
A; f A \ C. Since the actions of k and f on A commute, so k and kd 1
normalize A \ C. Then f stabilizes the series
h1i  A \ C  hkd 1 i A \ C
and hence kd 1 ; fm  kd 1 ; fm   1. Thus kd 1 2 L, where
L=B  CG=B f. Hence K  LA  AL; indeed K  AL. Also f stabilizes
the series h1i  B  L and B is central in L. Therefore gjL is a homomorphism of L into B with kernal C. Thus L : C  jBj < 1. Consequently
K : AC is finite and hence G : G; fAC is finite. As we saw above
A  A; f A \ C. Therefore G : G; fC  G : G; fA; fC is finite, as
required.
REMARK 6. Suppose G and f are as in Lemma 5. Then always G=G; f is
a finite extension of some section of CG(f). For if N denotes the intersection
of the conjugates in G of G; fCG f, then G=N is finite by Lemma 5 and
G; f  N. Thus N  G; fCN f and N=G; f  CN f= G; f \ CN f.
In particular if X is a subgroup and image closed class of groups
containing CG(f) and if F denotes the class of finite groups, then
G=G; f 2 XF. If G is polycyclic, this is Proposition 1 of [1].
REMARK 7. Let G be a soluble-by-finite group with finite Hirsch
number. If f is an automorphism of G of finite order with CG(f) finite, then
G/[G, f] is finite.
PROOF. Set T  t G. Repeated use of [6] Lemmas 9 and 13a) yield
that T=T; f and CG=T f are both finite. Then G=G; fT is finite by Lemma
5 (or Lemma 3 if you prefer). Trivially T; f  G; f. Therefore G=G; f is
finite.
EXAMPLE 8. Let v be a primitive p-th root of unity in C for some prime
p and put R  Z v  C and G  Tr1 3; R. (Here Z denotes the integers,
C the complex numbers and Tr1 3; R the lower unitriangular group of
degree 3 over the ring R; later Q will denote the rational numbers.) Then G
is a 2 p 1-generator nilpotent group of class 2 (and in particular is
polycyclic). If Z denotes the centre of G and {eij} the standard set of matrix
units in C33 , then Z  1  Re31  G0 and Z  R and G=Z  R  R.
Let f denote the automorphism of G induced by conjugation by the
diagonal matrix diag 1; v; 1. Then f has order p, centralizes Z and acts
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fixed-point freely on G=Z. If x  1  ae21 and y  1  be32 for some a,
b 2 R, then a simple calculation shows that
12 v 1 abe31 2 G; f0 :
P
 0, so p 
1 vi  2 v

x 1 :xf; y 1 :yf  1  v
Also 1  v  v2  ::::  vp

1

1 i< p

1R.

Therefore 1  p2 Re31  Z \ G; f0 and in particular G; fZ : G; f 
Z : Z \ G; f divides p2 p 1 :
Suppose g  gij  2 G. The map g 7! g21 ; g32  is a homomorphism of G
onto R  R with kernel Z that maps G; f onto v 1 R  R. Thus
G : G; fZ also divides p2 p 1 . Consequently G=G; f is finite of order
dividing p4 p 1 . However CG f  Z, which is infinite. Thus the converse of
Part ii) of the Theorem does not hold, even for polycyclic groups and automorphisms of finite prime order.
Suppose instead of Tr1 3; R we set G  Tr1 3; K, where K is the field
Qv  C, but with f still given by conjugation by diag 1; v; 1. Then here
G is torsion-free nilpotent of finite rank and class 2 and Z  CG f  K is
infinite, Z being the centre of G again. Our previous argument shows that
G=G; f has finite exponent (dividing p3 ). But G is divisible, so here we
have jfj  p, G  G; f and CG(f) infinite.
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